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Consoles and Logs
History of Console and Log Layouts (Abridged)
24/7 manned flight operations
Agency Front Room Interfaces
Explosion of activities, data, web tools and comm paths
Most manned flight operations days to weeks
Agency Front Room Interfaces 
NASA Flight Control Room Communications 
(Telemetry not included, remote site interfaces implied but not shown)
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For 50 years 
we've unified information in our heads
or via manual integration. 
Why not be nice to our heads with
tools that integrate information intrinsically?
Isolation -> Divergence              Interleaving -> Sync            
Discover and resolve overlaps and underlaps while they're small!
Lost in headers                           Cut the clutter
Emoticon-and-squiggle patterns courtesy of Kevin Jones/MITS-MSFC IS30
Having a single instance of a conversation provides natural focus on "the right stuff."
Communication tools that cut to
(and preserve a record of)
the chase!
POIC’s Console Log Tool – CoLT 
Deployed at MSFC Payload Operations Integration Center –(POIC)
Web-based log provides “anywhere” access and ability to interleave entries from multiple logs
Communications integration (Notifications, Comments, Reports, Subscriptions, Future Events) 
streamlines information flow among team members
Direct back room participation in log decreases reliance on email (and its chains)
Social Console Log (Concept)
Provides simple but powerful tools for sharing and organizing information
Trend information is useful both in real time and during post event analysis 
Auto-complete function keeps consistent target and subject information readily accessible
Developed at JSC Mission Control Center Houston (MCC-H)
Console Communications Dashboard (Concept)
Unified interface for multiple communication tools
Text chat complements/augments voice loop discussions
Opportunity to significantly improve voice loop management
Developed at MSFC Payload Operations Integration Center (POIC)
Takeaway from “Simplify Ops Comm & Log Keeping”
Presentation and Storage
Same instance viewed by multiple parties -> even better sync
Represented in fewer places -> fewer opportunities for disconnect
Discoverable when needed, invisible when not
Text conversations within logs or as linked adjuncts
Excellent retention, organization and visual persistence
Relieve load on voice loops
Voice communication
Less "clobbering" and talk-over -> important content stands out 
clearly
Text/GraphicsVoice
Serial
Fluid and quick
Expressive and humanizing
Fleeting – “Say again?”
Semi-Parallel / Parallel
Visually persistent
Easy to review; linkable
Slower to create than voice
A Critical Concept
NASA IT Labs
HQ activity sponsoring small, innovative IT projects 
https://labs.nasa.gov (need to be inside NASA firewall)
Good place to shop for ideas, developers, and sponsorship 
IT Labs Project Phases
Each Phase typically 90-120 days, <$30K
Annual call for new projects Feb-Jun
Collaboration Paths (Crossing the firewall safely)
Migrating wikispace functions to Google Apps
CommDash Functions - User Perspective
CommDash Functions – What to Develop/Mashup
Frames
Quick control of frame sizes and relative locations
Chat Streams
View multiple streams concurrently
Swap out streams very quickly and simply
Create dedicated streams on the fly
Manage access dynamically 
Index streams, e.g., similar to email inbox
Alert & Pulldown Functions
Console email account access
Individual work email access
Hailing tailored to specific ops/project environment
User-defined notifications, reminders, etc.
Unique Features (compared to current SNSs) to Develop/Mashup
What happens next?  Options!
IT Labs Phase 2   
eXploration Habitat 2014 Academic Innovation Challenge 
You wanna play?  Let’s talk! scotty@nasa.gov
256-544-3226
256-227-0339 voice/text
Separate capture scatters.   Shared capture gathers.
